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The revelatory look at Hitler's formative years in Vienna provides startling insights into the future Furher.
The chilling and little-known story of Adolf Hitler's eight-year march to the pinnacle of German politics. On the night of January 30, 1933, Adolf
Hitler leaned out of a spotlit window of the Reich chancellery in Berlin, bursting with joy. The moment seemed unbelievable, even to Hitler.
After an improbable political journey that came close to faltering on many occasions, his march to power had finally succeeded. While the
path of Hitler's rise has been told in books covering larger portions of his life, no previous work has focused solely on his eight-year climb to
rule: 1925-1933. Renowned author Peter Ross Range brings this period back to startling life with a narrative history that describes brushes
with power, quests for revenge, nonstop electioneering, American-style campaign tactics, and-for Hitler-moments of gloating triumph followed
by abject humiliation. Indeed, this is the tale of a high-school dropout's climb from the infamy of a failed coup to the highest office in Europe's
largest country. It is a saga of personal growth and lavish living, a melodrama rife with love affairs and even suicide attempts. But it is also the
definitive account of Hitler's unrelenting struggle for control over his raucous movement, as he fought off challenges, built and bullied
coalitions, quelled internecine feuds and neutralized his enemies-all culminating in the creation of the Third Reich and the western world's
descent into darkness. One of the most dramatic and important stories in world history, Hitler's ascent spans Germany's wobbly recovery
from World War I through years of growing prosperity and, finally, into crippling depression.
Ian Kershaw’s biography of Adolf Hitler is widely regarded as the definitive work on the subject, as well as one of the most brilliant
biographies of our time. In Making Friends with Hitler, the great scholar shines remarkable new light on decisions that led to war by tracing
the extraordinary story of Lord Londonderry—one of Britain’s wealthiest aristocrats, cousin of Winston Churchill, confidant of the king, and the
only British cabinet member to outwardly support the Nazi party. Through Londonderry’s tragic tale, Kershaw shows us that behind the
accepted dogma of English appeasement and German bullying is a much more complicated and interesting reality—full of miscalculations on
both sides that proved to be among the most fateful in history.
Documents the historical, political, social, cultural, and military context of the Holocaust, discussing the persecution of the Jews, Gypsies,
Soviet prisoners of war, and Polish citizens.
Redlich draws upon Hitler's medical records to show what transformed the dictator from an aimless, friendless, and vaguely resentful youth
into the most destructive force of the 20th century. 22 illustrations.
"Masterful . . . [A] painstakingly researched, astonishingly erudite study…Tooze has added his name to the roll call of top-class scholars of
Nazism." —Financial Times An extraordinary mythology has grown up around the Third Reich that hovers over political and moral debate even
today. Adam Tooze's controversial book challenges the conventional economic interpretations of that period to explore how Hitler's
surprisingly prescient vision--ultimately hindered by Germany's limited resources and his own racial ideology--was to create a German superstate to dominate Europe and compete with what he saw as America's overwhelming power in a soon-to- be globalized world. The Wages of
Destruction is a chilling work of originality and tremendous scholarship that set off debate in Germany and will fundamentally change the way
in which history views the Second World War.
The Nazis never won a majority in free elections, but soon after Hitler took power most people turned away from democracy and backed the
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Nazi regime. Hitler won growing support even as he established the secret police (Gestapo) and concentration camps. What has been in
dispute for over fifty years is what the Germans knew about these camps, and in what ways were they involved in the persecution of 'race
enemies', slave workers, and social outsiders. To answer these questions, and to explore the public sides of Nazi persecution, Robert
Gellately has consulted an array of primary documents. He argues that the Nazis did not cloak their radical approaches to 'law and order' in
utter secrecy, but played them up in the press and loudly proclaimed the superiority of their system over all others. They publicized their
views by drawing on popular images, cherished German ideals, and long held phobias, and were able to win over converts to their cause.
The author traces the story from 1933, and shows how war and especially the prospect of defeat radicalized Nazism. As the country spiralled
toward defeat, Germans for the most part held on stubbornly. For anyone who contemplated surrender or resistance, terror became the order
of the day.
From the author of Hitler: Ascent, 1889-1939--a riveting account of the dictator's final years, when he got the war he wanted but his
leadership led to catastrophe for his nation, the world, and himself. In the summer of 1939 Hitler was at the zenith of his power. The Nazis
had consolidated political control in Germany and a series of foreign-policy coups had restored Germany to the status of a major world power.
He now embarked on realizing his lifelong ambition: to provide the German people with the resources they needed to flourish and to
exterminate those who stood in the way. Yet despite a series of stunning initial triumphs, Hitler's decision to invade the Soviet Union in 1941
turned the tide for good. Now, Volker Ullrich offers fascinating new insight into Hitler's character and personality, vividly portraying the
insecurity, obsession with minutiae, and narcissistic penchant for gambling that led Hitler to overrule his subordinates and then blame them
for his failures; and, ultimately, when he realized the war was not winnable, to embark on the annihilation of Germany itself in order to punish
the people who he believed had failed to hand him victory. This is a masterful account of a spectacular downfall, and an essential addition to
our understanding of Hitler and the Second World War.
The Pulitzer Prize finalist author of Uncivil Society presents a history of the world during the build-up to World War II from the vantage point of
Joseph Stalin's sea of power, exploring how in the aftermath of achieving dictatorial power over the Soviet Empire, Stalin formally ordered the
systematic collectivization of the world's largest peasant economy.
6 million Jews were murdered by the Nazis, but this is only half the story. Doris Bergen reveals how the Holocaust extended beyond the Jews
to engulf millions of other victims in related programmes of mass-murder. The Nazi killing machine began with the disabled, and went on to
target Afro-Germans, Gypsies, non-Jewish Poles, French African soldiers, Soviet prisoners of war, homosexual men and Jehovah's
Witnesses. As Nazi Germany conquered more territories and peoples, Hitler's war turned soliders, police officers and doctors into trained
killers, creating a veneer of legitimacy around vicious acts of ethnic cleansing and genocide. Using the testimonies of both survivors and
eyewitnesses, as well as a wealth of rarely seen photographs, Doris Bergen shows the true extent of the catastrophe that overwhelmed
Europe during the Second World War, in a gripping story of the lives and deaths of real people.
Hitler was not a lonely, aloof dictator. Throughout his rise in the NSDAP, he gathered a loyal circle around him, which later took on the
features of a regular court, and was surrounded by people who celebrated, flattered and intrigued him. Who belonged to this inner circle
around Hitler? What function did this court fulfill? And how did it influence the perception of history after 1945? Using previously unknown
sources, Heike Görtemaker explores Hitler's private environment and shows how this inner circle made him who he was. Biographies of Hitler
often concentrate on his obsession with self-image: "If you subtract what politics is about him, little or nothing remains," said Ian Kershaw,
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and Joachim Fest asserted: "He did not have a private life." For Alan Bullock the "Führer" was an "uprooted man without a home or family".
Hitler's inner circle, the Berghof Society, was his private retreat. But the court was more than that. It provided him with the support he needed
to be able to take on the role of "Führer" at all, while at the same time allowing him to use its members as political front men. Most of all, it
represented a conspiratorial community whose lowest common denominator was anti-Semitism. In this book, Heike Görtemaker asks new
questions about the truth behind Hitler's inner circle and, for the first time, also examines the "circle without leaders"; the networking of the
inner circle after 1945.
The first in a two-volume biography of Adolf Hitler written by an English historian traces Hitler's rise from a shelter for needy children in
Austria to dictatorship over Germany and the beginning of his persecution of the Jews. 15,000 first printing.
Adolf Hitler has left a lasting mark on the twentieth-century, as the dictator of Germany and instigator of a genocidal war, culminating in the
ruin of much of Europe and the globe. This innovative best-seller explores the nature and mechanics of Hitler's power, and how he used it.
From historian Frank McDonough, the first volume of a new chronicle of the Third Reich under Hitler's hand. On January 30th, 1933, Adolf
Hitler was appointed the German Chancellor of a coalition government by President Hindenburg. Within a few months he had installed a
dictatorship, jailing and killing his leftwing opponents, terrorizing the rest of the population and driving Jews out of public life. He embarked on
a crash program of militaristic Keynesianism, reviving the economy and achieving full employment through massive public works, vast
armaments spending and the cancellations of foreign debts. After the grim years of the Great Depression, Germany seemed to have been
reborn as a brutal and determined European power. Over the course of the years from 1933 to 1939, Hitler won over most of the population
to his vision of a renewed Reich. In these years of domestic triumph, cunning maneuvers, pitting neighboring powers against each other and
biding his time, we see Hitler preparing for the moment that would realize his ambition. But what drove Hitler's success was also to be the
fatal flaw of his regime: a relentless belief in war as the motor of greatness, a dream of vast conquests in Eastern Europe and an
astonishingly fanatical racism.
The Hitler biography of the twenty-first century (Richard J. Evans), Ian Kershaw s Hitler is a one-volume masterpiece that will become the
standard work. From Hitler s origins as a failed artist in fin-de-siecle Vienna to the terrifying last days in his Berlin bunker, Kershaw s richly
illustrated biography is a mesmerizing portrait of how Hitler attained, exercised, and retained power. Drawing on previously untapped
sources, such as Goebbels s diaries, Kershaw addresses the crucial questions about the unique nature of Nazi radicalism, about the
Holocaust, and about the poisoned European world that allowed Hitler to operate so effectively.
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian John Toland’s classic, definitive biography of Adolf Hitler remains the most thorough, readable, accessible,
and, as much as possible, objective account of the life of a man whose evil affect on the world in the twentieth century will always be felt.
Toland’s research provided one of the final opportunities for a historian to conduct personal interviews with over two hundred individuals
intimately associated with Hitler. At a certain distance yet still with access to many of the people who enabled and who opposed the führer
and his Third Reich, Toland strove to treat this life as if Hitler lived and died a hundred years before instead of within his own memory. From
childhood and obscurity to his desperate end, Adolf Hitler emerges , in Toland’s words, "far more complex and contradictory . . . obsessed by
his dream of cleansing Europe Jews . . . a hybrid of Prometheus and Lucifer."

In 1940 the world was on a knife-edge. The hurricane of events that marked the opening of the Second World War meant
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that anything could happen. For the aggressors there was no limit to their ambitions; for their victims a new Dark Age
beckoned. Over the next few months their fates would be determined. In Fateful Choices Ian Kershaw re-creates the ten
critical decisions taken between May 1940, when Britain chose not to surrender, and December 1941, when Hitler
decided to destroy Europe’s Jews, showing how these choices would recast the entire course of history.
The Holocaust is the defining event of the twentieth century – and perhaps all of modern history. Yet for too long, we
have ignored the vital question of how and why such a monstrous event could have happened at all. Now, in How Could
This Happen, historian Dan McMillan distills the existing Holocaust research into a cogent explanation of the genocide's
causes, revealing how a once progressive society like Germany could commit murder on such a massive scale.
Countless barriers stand between stable societies and genocide, McMillan explains, but in Germany these buffers began
to topple well before World War II. From Hitler's meteoric rise to deep-rooted European anti-Semitism to the
dehumanizing effects of World War I, McMillan uncovers the many factors that made the Holocaust possible. Persuasive
and compelling, How Could This Happen illustrates how a perfect storm of bleak circumstances, malevolent ideas, and
societal upheaval unleashed history's most terrifying atrocity.
'Unquestionably the most authoritative, balanced, readable, and meticulously documented introduction to the Third
Reich.' - International History Review Sir Ian Kershaw is regarded by many as the world's leading authority on Hitler and
the Third Reich. Known for his clear and accessible style when dealing with complex historical issues his work has
redefined the way we look at this period modern European history. The Nazi Dictatorship is Kershaw's landmark study of
the Third Reich. It covers the major themes and debates relating to Nazism including the Holocaust, Hitler's authority and
leadership, Nazi Foreign Policy and the aftermath, including issues surrounding Germany's unification. The Revelations
edition includes a new preface from the author.
“Magisterial . . . anyone who wishes to understand the Third Reich must read Kershaw.”—Niall Ferguson “The Hitler
biography of the twenty-first century” (Richard J. Evans), Ian Kershaw’s Hitler is a one-volume masterpiece that will
become the standard work. From Hitler’s origins as a failed artist in fin-de-siecle Vienna to the terrifying last days in his
Berlin bunker, Kershaw’s richly illustrated biography is a mesmerizing portrait of how Hitler attained, exercised, and
retained power. Drawing on previously untapped sources, such as Goebbels’s diaries, Kershaw addresses the crucial
questions about the unique nature of Nazi radicalism, about the Holocaust, and about the poisoned European world that
allowed Hitler to operate so effectively. Some images in the ebook are not displayed owing to permissions issues.
Originally published: Germany: S. Fischer Verlag.
A comprehensive overview of the most important international events, movements, and controversies of the 20th century.
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Written by distinguished scholars, each an authority in their field Explores influential, underlying themes such as
imperialism, nationalism, internationalism, technological developments, and changes in diplomatic methods Addresses a
broad range of topics, including diplomacy of wartime and peacemaking, the cold war era and the "new world order", the
end of European empires, the rise of nationalism in the Third World, globalization, and terrorism Chronological
organization makes the volume easily accessible Includes useful guides for further reading and research
Kershaw examines how the deification of 'the Fuhrer' and the Nazi's propaganda machine effectively solidified the Third
Reich's hold on German culture from the 1920's to 1945.
The story of how Adolf Hitler created his 'Führer dictatorship' -- consistently and ruthlessly destroying everything that
stood in his way, and with with terrifying and almost limitless power over the German people.
It is impossible to offer an adequate parallel to Hitler's situation in 1936. With the peaceful resolution of the Rhineland crisis, Hitler
became both the adored object of the vast majority of Germans and an international symbol of modernity and dynamism. He
managed this while in reality being the dictator of a system of single-minded viciousness new to human experience.
Working towards the Führer is a remarkable collection of essays by some of the most prominent historians writing on the history of
the Third Reich, covering the legacy of the World Wars in Germany, the female Nazi voter, Nazi Propaganda, occupied territories,
resistance and public opinion in Germany.
From the author of To Hell and Back, a fascinating and original exploration of how the Third Reich was willing and able to fight to
the bitter end of World War II Countless books have been written about why Nazi Germany lost the Second World War, yet
remarkably little attention has been paid to the equally vital questions of how and why the Third Reich did not surrender until
Germany had been left in ruins and almost completely occupied. Drawing on prodigious new research, Ian Kershaw, an awardwinning historian and the author of Fateful Choices, explores these fascinating questions in a gripping and focused narrative that
begins with the failed bomb plot in July 1944 and ends with the death of Adolf Hitler and the German capitulation in 1945. The End
paints a harrowing yet enthralling portrait of the Third Reich in its last desperate gasps.
PMH Bell's famous book is a comprehensive study of the period and debates surrounding the European origins of the Second
World War. He approaches the subject from three different angles: describing the various explanations that have been offered for
the war and the historiographical debates that have arisen from them, analysing the ideological, economic and strategic forces at
work in Europe during the 1930s, and tracing the course of events from peace in 1932, via the initial outbreak of hostilities in 1939,
through to the climactic German attack on the Soviet Union in 1941 which marked the descent into general conflict. Written in a
lucid, accessible style, this is an indispensable guide to the complex origins of the Second World War.
Written with economy and in chronological order, this book offers a comprehensive account of the response to the Nazi tyranny by
Pope Pius XII, his envoys, and various representatives of the Catholic Church in every country where Nazism existed before and
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during WWII. Peter Bartley makes extensive use of primary sources – letters, diaries, memoirs, official government reports,
German and British. He manifestly quotes the works of several prominent Nazis, of churchmen, diplomats, members of the
Resistance, and ordinary Jews and gentiles who left eye-witness accounts of life under the Nazis, in addition to the wartime
correspondence between Pius XII and President Roosevelt. This book reveals how resistance to Hitler and rescue work engaged
many churchmen and laypeople at all levels, and was often undertaken in collaboration with Protestants and Jews. The Church
paid a high price in many countries for its resistance, with hundreds of churches closed down, bishops exiled or martyred, and
many priests shot or sent to Nazi death camps. Bartley also explores the supposed inaction of the German bishops over Hitler's
oppression of the Jews, showing that the Reich Concordat did not deter the hierarchy and clergy from protesting the regime's
iniquities or from rescuing its victims. While giving clear evidence for Papal condemnation of the Jewish persecution, he also
explains why Pius XII could not completely set aside the language of diplomacy and be more openly vocal in his rebuke of the
Nazis.
The birth pangs of Nazism grew out of the death agony of the Kaiser's Germany. Defeat in World War I and a narrow escape from
Communist revolution brought not peace but five chaotic years (1918-1923) of civil war, assassination, plots, putsches and
murderous mayhem to Germany. The savage world of the trenches came home with the men who refused to admit defeat and
'who could not get the war out of their system'. It was an atmosphere in which civilised values withered, and violent extremism
flourished. In this chronicle of the paramilitary Freikorps - the freebooting armies that crushed the Red revolution, then themselves
attempted to take over by armed force - historian and biographer Nigel Jones draws on little-known archives in Germany and
Britain to paint a portrait of a state torn between revolution and counter revolution. Astonishingly, this is the first in-depth study of
the Freikorps to appear in English for 50 years. Yet the figures who flit through its shadowy world - men like Röhm, Goering and
Hitler himself - were to become frighteningly familiar just ten years after the turmoil that gave Nazism its fatal chance.
This volume presents a comprehensive, multifaceted picture both of the destructive dynamic of the Nazi leadership and of the
attitudes and behavior of ordinary Germans as the persecution of the Jews spiraled into total genocide.
The Spanish Civil War, begun in July 1936, was a preliminary round of World War II. Hitler's and Mussolini's cooperation with
General Franco resulted in the Axis agreement of October 1936 and the subsequent Pact of Steel of May 1939, immediately
following the end of the Civil War. This study presents comprehensive documentation of Hitler's use of the upheaval in Spain to
strengthen the Third Reich diplomatically, ideologically, economically, and militarily. While the last great cause drew all eyes to
Western Europe and divided the British and especially the French internally, Hitler could pursue territorial gains in Eastern Europe.
This book, based on little-known German records and recently opened Spanish archives, fills a major gap in our understanding of
one of the 20th century's most significant conflicts. Its comprehensive treatment of German-Spanish relations from 1936 through
1939, bringing together diplomatic, economic, military, and naval aspects, will be of great value to specialists in European
diplomacy and the political economy of Nazi imperialism, as well as to all students of the Spanish Civil War.
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This essential text provides a clear and engaging introduction to the history of modern Germany. The updated and expanded new
edition now takes the story back to 1789 and brings it right up to the present day, adopting a controversy-led approach throughout.
Visual evidence, maps, documents and key event boxes support the text and aid learning.
In Becoming Hitler, Thomas Weber continues from where he left off in his previous book, Hitler's First War, stripping away the
layers of myth and fabrication in Hitler's own tale to tell the real story of Hitler's politicisation and radicalisation in post-First World
War Munich. It is the gripping account of how an awkward and unemployed loner with virtually no recognisable leadership qualities
and fluctuating political ideas turned into the charismatic, self-assured, virulently anti-Semitic leader with an all-or-nothing
approach to politics with whom the world was soon to become tragically familiar. As Weber clearly shows, far from the picture of a
fully-formed political leader which Hitler wanted to portray in Mein Kampf, his ideas and priorities were still very uncertain and
largely undefined in early 1919 - and they continued to shift until 1923.
Germany in the 20th century endured two world wars, a failed democracy, Hitler's dictatorship, the Holocaust, and a country
divided for 40 years after World War II. But it has also boasted a strong welfare state, affluence, liberalization and globalization, a
successful democracy, and the longest period of peace in European history. A History of Twentieth-Century Germany provides a
survey of German history during a century of extremes. Ulrich Herbert sees German history in the 20th century as determined by
two contradictory perspectives. On one hand, there are the world wars and great catastrophes that divide the country's history into
two parts-before and after 1945. Germany is the birthplace of radical ideologies of the left and right and the only country in which
each ideology became the foundation of government. This pattern left its stamp on both the first and second halves of the century.
On the other hand, the rise of modern industrial society led to decades of conflict over the social and political order regardless of
which political system was in force. Considering these contradictory developments, Herbert tackles the questions of both the
collapse in the first half of the century and the development from a post-fascist, ruined society to one of the most stable liberal
democracies in the world in the latter half. Herbert's analysis brings together wars and terror, utopia and politics, capitalism and the
welfare state, socialism and liberal democratic society, gender and generations, culture and lifestyles, European integration and
globalization. The resulting book sets a standard by which historians of the period will be measured in the future.
A concise and timely account of Hitler’s—and Fascism’s—rise to power and ultimate defeat, from one of America’s most famous
journalists. American journalist and author William L. Shirer was a correspondent for six years in Nazi Germany—and had a frontrow seat for Hitler’s rise to power. His most definitive work on the subject, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, is a riveting
account defined by first-person experience interviewing Hitler, watching his impassioned speeches, and living in a country
transformed by war and dictatorship. William Shirer was originally commissioned to write The Rise and Fall of Adolf Hitler for a
young adult audience. This account loses none of the immediacy of The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich—capturing Hitler’s rise
from obscurity, the horror of Nazi Germany’s mass killings, and the paranoia and insanity that marked Hitler’s downfall. This book
is by no means simplified—and is sure to appeal to adults as well as young people with an interest in World War II history. “For
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nearly 100 years William L Shirer has spoken to us of fascism, Nazis, and Hitler . . . [He] tells the unvarnished truth as he
experienced it . . . I figured this school-type book wasn’t going to tell me anything new. But when I started reading, I realized that I
wasn’t reading for the facts anymore. I listened to his story and heard the urgency in his voice: a voice from nearly 60 years ago
telling us the truth about today.” —Daily Kos
Argues that, although antisemitism exists in many cultures, it is the unique character of racism inherent in German culture that
allowed for the extreme persecution of Jews culminating in the Holocaust
Provides an account of the unsuccessful military conspiracy against Adolf Hitler carried out by the generals on his staff in the
summer of 1944.
In this brilliant, strikingly original book, historian John Lukacs delves to the core of Adolf Hitler's life and mind by examining him
through the lenses of his surprisingly diverse biographers. Since 1945 there have been more than one hundred biographies of
Hitler, and countless other books on him and the Third Reich. What happens when so many people reinterpret the life of a single
individual? Dangerously, the cumulative portrait that begins to emerge can suggest the face of a mythic antihero whose crimes
and errors blur behind an aura of power and conquest. By reversing the process, by making Hitler's biographers--rather than Hitler
himself--the subject of inquiry, Lukacs reveals the contradictions that take us back to the true Hitler of history. Like an attorney,
Lukacs puts the biographies on trial. He gives a masterly account of all the major works and of the personalities, methods, and
careers of the biographers (one cannot separate the historian from his history, particularly in this arena); he looks at what is still
not known (and probably never will be) about Hitler; he considers various crucial aspects of the real Hitler; and he shows how
different biographers have either advanced our understanding or gone off track. By singling out those who have been involved in,
or co-opted into, an implicit "rehabilitation of Hitler," Lukacs draws powerful conclusions about Hitler's essential differences from
other monsters of history, such as Napoleon, Mussolini, and Stalin, and--equally important--about Hitler's place in the history of
this century and of the world.
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